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The estimated cost of Snowy 2.0 recently was reset to $12bn, double the previous $5.9bn 

estimate and six times the original $2bn estimate. According to Snowy Hydro chief executive 

Dennis Barnes, this was as a result of “an incredibly comprehensive (review) process”. 

But despite numerous requests for detailed information to explain the $6.1bn blowout of this 

taxpayer-funded project and how it still could be a commercial investment, all that has been 

released is a one-page ministerial media release, a Snowy Hydro News sheet and a heavily 

redacted response to a Senate notice. 

This dearth of information belies the assertions of the two shareholder ministers, Climate 

Change and Energy Minister Chris Bowen and Finance Minister Katy Gallagher, of being 

committed to transparency and honesty: “The result of the (Snowy 2.0) project review … is 

being made public today (August 31, 2023). Unlike the previous government, we are 

committed to being transparent and honest with the Australian people about the challenges 

and opportunities for Snowy.” 
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Since Snowy 2.0’s announcement as “a nation-building, electricity game-changer” in March 

2017, no detailed financial information has been released. In fact, every estimate and claim 

has been wildly inaccurate, and this latest reset appears to be no different. 

Let’s look at a few of the reset’s most dubious estimates and claims. 

Snowy 2.0’s estimated cost has been reset four times – from $2bn in 2017, to $3.8bn later 

that year, to $5.1bn in 2019, to $5.9bn in 2020, to $12bn now. It was telling that the previous 

Snowy Hydro boss, Paul Broad, was astonished by the reset: “I’m a bit shocked. I don’t know 

where this $12bn comes from, that’s news to me. Twelve months ago it was nothing like that. 

That seems mad.” 

Whereas Barnes apologised but said it was a commercial investment: “Obviously we’re very 

disappointed in the cost increase, and of course we apologise for that, but bear in mind that 

this is an investment that the Australian taxpayer will get a return on.” 

Bowen says Snowy 2.0 still has a net value and he is concerned about wasting the sunk costs: 

“There’s still $3bn net value, and of course it is 40 per cent built, so it would be a huge waste 

of money to cancel it at this point.” 

It’s important to realise that previous cost estimates have covered only the main works, and it 

is expected this largely remains the case with the latest reset, though not even this most basic 

of financial information has been released. 

Missing project components, such as financing, design, owner’s costs, exploratory and other 

works, and the segment factory, will add many billions by the time the project is completed. 

Also, 1000km of transmission lines are being built primarily to connect Snowy 2.0 to Sydney 

and Melbourne (HumeLink, Sydney Ring South, VNI West) at a cost of more than $10bn. 
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The all-up cost for Snowy 2.0 and its transmission connections is now approaching $25bn – 

an absurd amount for a 2200MW water battery. 
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Like the regular cost blowouts, the completion date has been reset five times – from 2021 

initially to 2025 in the feasibility study, 2026 in the final investment decision, 2027 in the 

2022 corporate plan, 2029 in May this year and, surprisingly, back to 2028 in the reset. The 

reset target of first power in 2027 is again unrealistically optimistic, as is a one-year schedule 

to commission all six units by the end of 2028. 

A big unknown is the tunnel boring machine, Florence, still paused 150m from the start of the 

16km headrace tunnel after 19 (non-boring) months. 

Even if Florence attains the speed of the two other tunnel boring machines (7m a day) it will 

take six years to complete the tunnel – well after Snowy 2.0 is supposed to be commissioned. 

The reset makes the astounding claim that “despite the cost blowout the project still has a net 

present value of around $3bn (based on a $12bn revised target total cost and December 2028 

delivery)”. 

The two provisos are not achievable, so neither is the claim. But even if the claim were 

achievable, how could the reset net present value of $3bn (at a cost of $12bn) be higher now 

than the final investment decision NPV estimate of -$0.2bn to $2.8bn (when the cost was 

$3.8bn)? 

Another questionable reset claim is that Snowy 2.0 is 40 per cent built. 

All that has been achieved in the 6½ years since Snowy 2.0’s announcement are two 3km 

access tunnels to the location of the power station caverns, 80,000 concrete tunnel lining 

segments, lots of roads and construction sites, and other preliminary works. Substantially 

more than 60 per cent of construction lies ahead – two massive underground caverns, 

extensive mechanical and electrical equipment at four sites, 27km of water tunnels, four 

transmission circuits through Kosciuszko National Park and associated works. 

Snowy Hydro 2.0 project 

continues to face delays, months after a sinkhole and a gas leak caused operational 

difficulties. 

Bowen’s rationale for continuing with Snowy 2.0 is that “with 40 per cent built (it’s not), the 

$4.3bn sunk would be a huge waste of money”. He’s right about the huge waste so far, but 

doggedly continuing regardless of the cost will result in squandering at least six times that 

amount (that is, another $20bn-plus) – equating to $1000 for every Australian. 
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Why persist in building an absurdly expensive, inefficient water battery that will not be 

completed until next decade and is devastating vast areas of Kosciuszko National Park? The 

tens of billions saved could be redirected to worthwhile storage projects in much better 

locations requiring far less transmission. 

There have been four cost resets and five completion resets so far. How many more will it 

take before the government stops relying on Snowy Hydro’s manifestly inaccurate 

guesstimates? In the interests of transparency and honesty the government should release 

Snowy 2.0’s latest reset report and have it independently assessed, something experts have 

been urging for years. How much more taxpayer money will the government squander on 

Australia’s biggest energy debacle? 

Ted Woodley is former managing director of PowerNet, GasNet, EnergyAustralia, China 

Light & Power Systems (Hong Kong) and a board member of NSW National Parks 

Association. 
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